Welcome to the Peter Miller Community Technology Center

- $1 million pledge from Miller Group Charitable Trust of La Salle
- Largest gift in IVCC’s 87-year history
- The building will be named in honor of both Peter Miller, Jr., and recent former Miller Group Media President Peter “Pete” Miller of Peru
GO TO THE RIGHT—FIRST HALLWAY—TURN LEFT
CTC 123 (Kitchen)

- First door on the left
- Used by college caterer and Continuing Ed for cooking classes.
CTC 121--WELLNESS

- Enter closest door
- Yoga
- Tai Chi
- Wellness courses (credit and non credit)
- Bamboo floors
- Relaxing view
- Leave through far door
CTC 119, 119A, 120

- ENTER CTC 119—DRAFTING (If no class going on)
  - Tables can be up for drafting or down for classroom use
  - Tackboard across the back wall, dry erase along the front from floor to ceiling
- CTC 119A—PLOTTING ROOM
  - Shared equipment for Drafting and CAD
  - Plotter, Rapid Prototype machines (make 3-d models from designs), and other shared supplies
- CTC 120 COMPUTER AIDED DRAFTING
  - Same layout. Only difference is the use of computers
EXIT TO MAIN HALLWAY

When floor begins to slope, entering academic/CTP areas

Display cases for student projects/MIMIC (will talk about MIMIC on the next slide)
Making Industry Meaningful in College

- Brings together students from multiple disciplines—CAD to design the product, Electronics and Manufacturing to build the product, Accounting, Business and Marketing to market and sell the product
Point out CTC 104 & 105 (on the right)

- Mirror image classrooms
- CTC 104 Hydraulics and Pneumatics
- CTC 105 Mechanical pipefitting
- Electrical and hydraulics hang from the ceiling.
Point out CTC 118 (on the left)

- Look through the big window
- CTC 118 Renewable Wind Energy Program
- Trainers were purchased with federal grant dollars.
Ralph Scriba
MIMIC Meeting Room

- Place to meet as a team—but also technology to assist (laptops and tablets that can connect to the large TV to share ideas)

- Point out the plaque on the wall for Mr. Scriba, whose donation made the room a possibility.

- Lockers to store their projects in process—tackboard on one side and white board on the other
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning

Full size refrigeration unit at the back to work on

Miniature house for conducting an energy audit—solar panels, heating, AC, sliding door, regular door, windows, etc.

- Fun fact: the house is so big, we had to build the CTC around it.
CTC 113 and 114

- Residential and Industrial Wiring
  - Residential—wood studs
  - Industrial—metal studs
- Motor and Controls can be hooked up to walls and worked on in center
- (Point out second classroom as you pass by)
Manufacturing and CNC (Computer Numerical Controls)

This donation of the $300,000 Vertical Milling Machine in middle of the room was facilitated by the CEO of the company—IVCC Alumnus Dan Janka (Yon-ka)

Grinder room—reduces noise in main area

Top of the line equipment for training
CTC 107 & 108 – Do Not Enter

- Programmable Logic Controls, Process Operations, PC Troubleshooting Lab and possibly Mechatronics in the future
AT THE END OF THE HALLWAY—

- Point out elevators if anyone needs them.
- Otherwise, use stairwell to go UPSTAIRS.
  - As you go upstairs, point out the new parking lot. There are 28 “green” spaces for Eco-friendly vehicles.
  - When you get upstairs, point out the look down into the Manufacturing Lab.
Continue down the hall..

- Full Time faculty office on the right.
- Part Time faculty offices on the left.
CTC 208 & 209
Computer Networking
(no need to go in)
CTC 215/216 ADULT ED
CLASSROOMS
GO IN THESE ROOMS.
(Info on next slide)
CTC 215-216

- Adult Education, GED preparation, ESL classes
- Able to be divided into two classrooms
- Computers available for GED practice testing
CTC 220 Adult Education

- Enter the office space—point out welcoming entrance and offices down hall
- Walk into CTC 221—Adult Ed Resource room
  - Small tutoring rooms
  - General work space for Adult Education classes
  - Computers lining the walls for GED preparation
  - Enhancements made by a donation from Gary and Deborah Dahl, Advocates of IVCC’s Adult Education program
ACROSS THE HALL

CONTINUING EDUCATION OFFICES
(coordinate kids camps, “fun classes,” Business Training, and much more)

DO NOT NEED TO GO IN
ENTERING UPPER LEVEL OF BILL AND DIAN TAYLOR STUDENT DEVELOPMENT COMMONS
Enter the office

Project Success is our Federally funded TRIO program

Serves 1st generation students, low income students, or students with disabilities.

This space is designed to promote the sense of community—point out the meeting room, kitchen area, computer and desk workspaces

Point out the long hallway at the back (all counselors)
CTC 203 CAREER SERVICES

- Coordinate internship programs
- Offer various job-related workshops and assistance—including interview skills, resume writing, dressing for success, and using the online job board
- Host the annual Job Fair, as well as multiple smaller employer events on campus
- Exit through Resource Room
CTC 202 COUNSELING

- Dedicated space for external services such as transfer college visits (NIU comes monthly, Lincoln College Normal) and ADV/SAS (Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault Services)

- During the New Student Counseling Sessions,
  - Meeting room for orientation/welcome
  - Meet with a counselor in the center area
  - Go into resource room to register in WebAdvisor
  - One stop!!
Go back downstairs…

- Point out elevator or stairwell and go back downstairs
POINT OUT DONOR WALL

- Located by the Information Desk.
- Listing of individuals who donated to make the building possible.
- Continue down the hall to the Lower Level of the Bill & Dian Taylor Student Development Commons.
Enter first door
Point out Admissions
Cashier and registration stations—these are flexible to adapt to different busy times
One stop for enrollment transactions—register, pay, and talk to Financial Aid without leaving this office suite
Offices connected behind
Point out Financial Aid/Veterans services
Exit far door
CULTURAL CENTER – on the left

- Pre-function space outside theater
- Playbill display
- Art in Architecture sculpture outside the window
- Restrooms nearby
- Sound system and stage floor in progress
C125-124 MEETING SPACE – where we started

- Enter in door closest to back of the building
- Meeting space for up to 100—round tables or semi-round
- Screens and projectors come down from the ceiling
- Counters along back side for food/service
- End of the tour—refreshments
END OF TOUR

- Thank you for being part of our special day!